SYNOPSIS
Open inspection at the house-for-sale in the quiet, leafy
neighbourhood...Max, science teacher, and Therese, tax accountant, decide
that here is the house for them.
Unsuspecting, they buy and move in, finding a nice family on one side and,
well, "interesting" on the other. But interesting soon becomes loud, and
loud soon becomes intolerable and when the intolerable becomes the violent,
and the police are powerless to do anything, and the community lawyer
suggests ear plugs, Max and Therese are forced to try and solve the problem
of the neighbour from hell themselves...and end up with a corpse on their
hands.
But even that's not the worst of it, because the corpse from hell has
friends...and even worse, enemies...

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION
February, 1961...I'm ten years old, recently arrived in Australia and
living in outer suburban Sydney. The neighbours, whose house is two
metres from ours, have no fewer than seventeen Afghan hounds living
inside their house. Every Sunday morning at around 0630 (and for some
unknown reason, only on Sunday mornings at around 0630), these
seventeen Afghan hounds start howling in concert, howling as if the
moon were on fire.
Every Sunday morning at that time, when the howling shows no sign of
abating, my father yells out, very loudly from the bed in which he's
still trying to sleep, and with heavy Dutch accent, "SHUT UP, YOU
YELLOW STINKERS!!", followed by a string of curses in Dutch. As the
months go on and he begins to master the English language, this
becomes "...YOU YELLOW BASTARDS!!" and not long after, "...YOU YELLOW
STINKING BASTARDS!!".
Relations with the neighbours begin to break down. Soon, even the
children on both sides stop talking to each other. I don't know it
yet, but the idea for "The King Is Dead!" is born.
*

*

*

Over the next thirty or forty years, I lived in many houses...twentyseven as best as I can recall. I lived in houses in Sydney, in
Melbourne, in Adelaide. I lived in houses in the inner suburbs, the
outer suburbs, the inner West, the Eastern Suburbs, the Northern
Suburbs. And, for better or for worse, all of these houses had
neighbours.
I remember a semi-detached house where the old man next door would
refuse to acknowledge my existence, no matter what greeting I called
to him. He seemed to have infected the entire neighbourhood because
not once in fourteen months did I meet a single resident of the
street. But most nights I would hear the old man next door, stumbling
around and into things, muttering curses at no one who was there.
I remember the Irish couple, neighbours in a tightly packed row of
terraces in the inner city. Through paper-thin walls, night after
night, I would hear the tone of their arguments escalate as they
drank. When they started screaming at each other I knew that at any
moment the argument would shift from the verbal to the physical and
that the first "thud" was imminent.
One night, after a few weeks of this, the female of the couple
climbed over the fence into my place at two in the morning, face
bruised, shaking. Her beloved appeared to have given her a thorough
going over. No, she didn't want the police called, she just wanted
another drink, and then another. Some nights later it was his
turn...he climbed over the fence, nose bleeding, face scratched,

defeated, just wanting another drink. The night someone else in the
street called the police they both climbed over, helping each other
across. It was tragic, it was sleep-depriving but it was also funny.
Not so funny was the neighbour who used to thrash her young daughter,
who used to scream, "Mummy, Mummy, I love you!" as she was being
beaten. It was a place where I could not stay long.
An awareness grew in me that in our society of shifting values,
neighbour problems were becoming endemic. Some close friends ended up
in a celebrated, costly and vigorously contested court case over a
neighbourly stoush that had spiralled out of control. The details
were tawdry and my friends lost the case, yet they seemed like such
reasonable people to me. How had they been drawn so far into this
vortex? It seemed beyond explanation.
It was only some while later, co-incident with a steep rise in the
use of amphetamines in the area in which I was then living, that I
learnt for myself how this can happen. I was, at the time, living in
a house in a peaceful suburban street, an area of immigrant families
made good and neat front gardens that made the neighbourhood a
delight to walk.
It started innocently enough, with a party in the house next door
that was just that bit louder than easily tolerable and went just
that bit longer than reasonable. Some days later, another party,
longer, louder. Soon there was a party almost every night, usually
all night. Very soon they couldn't be called parties anymore.
That house next door sank into an amphetamine-fuelled hell for the
neighbourhood that lasted for almost three years, and nothing could
be done about it. The police professed themselves powerless to stop
it. Legal advice gave less than no comfort. The only advice that
could reasonably be acted upon was for people to move house. I didn't
want to move house. Being a fictionalist, I began daydreaming of
other solutions.
The dreams were vivid, and imaginative. Whole scenarios took place in
my head that had the noisy neighbours leaving rather than myself, and
their imaginary departure was caused entirely by my imaginary
actions. But it was when I caught myself considering these imaginary
actions perhaps a little too seriously that I knew I had to stop
devising them in the real world, and begin thinking about them in the
realm of fiction, maybe as a film idea that could be developed.
Luckily, neighbours can change, and mine did. The neighbourhood
became peaceful once again and life resumed much as before, except
now the idea for "The King Is Dead!" had grown up somewhat, had a
consciousness and some sort of possible form.
*

*

*

It's a year or so later, and I'm struggling with a screenplay I'm
meant to hand in to one of the funding agencies. It's not working,
the central idea of the screenplay is not working, and I ring up the
agency and suggest I return the money they've so far forwarded to me.
The voice at the other end of the phone is sympathetic, but the
bureaucracy involved in handing money back is too complicated. I'm
counselled to write anything I want, it doesn't have to be the idea
that was funded.
I've set aside this time to write, and I want to get this monkey of a
due-script off my back, so I agree. I think about what to write and,
of course, despite the fact that I now have quiet neighbours, the
ideas for "The King Is Dead!" flood back, embellished as they've
become by their having been locked in my unconscious for the time
that they have.
I write the screenplay, enjoying the distance from reality yet the
experiential knowledge that also goes into it. I'm free to manipulate
anything I think, because all that matters is story and character and
that it be story and character well-told. It takes on a life of its
own and ends up in places that surprise even me. But I'm happy enough
with it to consider making it.
I hand the script in to the agency and send it out to three or four
other people, but before it can get any traction at all, I'm
commissioned by an overseas producer to adapt a very fine novel set
in another country. I'm also to direct it. My interests move
naturally in that direction. The screenplay of "The King Is Dead!"
joins several other screenplays of mine, ones that sit and wait
resurrection on their chosen day.
*

*

*

Two years or three years later, circumstances co-incide. I'm working
on a bigger project, one that will take significant time to get
going, if ever. A long-held dream to go rural for my personal living
situation is materialising, but there are delays in having anywhere
to live on our new property. Much to the regret of our city
neighbours, with whom we get on famously, we're going to be selling
our house and moving, but not quite yet. Through the delays, I
increasingly need to do something in the meantime. And what I do is
make films.
An idea forms...why not do "The King!", very soon, at a low budget?
The idea becomes bolder...why not shoot it here, in this house we're
going to sell anyway, using most everything in it as set dressing,
and shoot the locations of the neighbours of the script, both good
and bad, at the houses of our real neighbours on each side? What a
way to shoot this film! What a way to control the budget! The house
of Neighbour One, the good ones, can be as is, we barely see inside

it in the script. The house of the other neighbour, the King of the
script, will need a fair amount of work on the outside, and the
inside will have to be a set as it doesn't remotely resemble what's
there, but it'll work...all the over-the-fence stuff will be
authentically in place, plus we'll be shooting the whole film in
effectively one location plus one set.
The idea quickly takes hold. By clever management we find we can go
even further...we can use the spare rooms of the main house location,
our house, as the production office, the makeup room, the wardrobe
department. If we keep the crew tight enough, everyone can somehow
fit in here. It's time to do a budget, and to see how sensibly low we
can keep it.
*

*

*

Apart from my usual collaborators, the first people I spoke to about
doing the project this way were the neighbours. Without their cooperation it would still have been possible, but much more difficult
and more expensive. The neighbours on one side embraced the idea
enthusiastically and were willing to go to any lengths to help. The
neighbour on the other side went with it, but more cautiously...after
all, we had to build a false front onto his house, and he was being
asked to grow his grass into a long and tangled mess. But as time
went on, he too became an enthusiastic supporter of the project.
Through necessity and invention, we worked out how to keep the budget
low. As a consequence, quite quickly there was sufficient interest in
the project for us to be confident that the film would be financed in
short order.
And so it proved to be. A patchwork of finance was put together.
Principal investor was Screen Australia, with 40% of the budget. The
South Australian Film Corporation committed early, and also agreed to
cashflow the Producer Offset. Pinnacle Films took Australian rights
for an advance, Fandango Portobello international sales rights also
for an advance and Locus Global Entertainment from China came in
towards the end with an investment, later converted to the purchase
of Chinese rights.
*

*

*

With apologies to the very difficult and very necessary profession of
focus pullers on films, one of my theories of film making goes
something like this: if you get the script right and you cast it
well, you can practically shoot it out of focus and it'll still work.
I don't mean one can be careless about focus (I could equally say,
without focus there is no film), but I mean that casting a film well
is the next most important thing in the entire process after getting
the script right, which is the most important thing. To this end,

considering the sort of film "The King Is Dead!" was going to be, I
went through a more extensive and rigorous casting process than I
have on practically any film I've done.
There were eleven roles of substance (meaning performers who would be
with us for more than just a day or two), as well as numbers of bit
parts. As the entire film was being shot in South Australia, and as
the acting pool there, though talented, is quite limited, we had some
allowance in the budget to bring in actors from interstate, and we
had the necessary luxury of a casting agent, Faith Martin, in Sydney.
I also co-opted an Adelaide actor/friend, Paul Blackwell, to help
with the Adelaide casting.
I don't like to screentest...some good actors are bad at
screentesting and some actors who screentest well turn out to be
pretty average actors. And headshots mean nothing to me. I prefer in
the first place to see material on screen, which might determine
whether an actor is interesting in the role for me. I then like to
meet them, speak with them normally (inasmuch as that is possible
when an actor knows they're up for a role)...a casual conversation in
a pub is often more useful than a discussion in a meeting room, which
inevitably ends up something of a formal interview.
Everything combined then hopefully tells me whether the essence I'm
seeking in the character can be found in that particular actor,
whether between the actor and I we can come up with what is for me
necessary for the script.
But it doesn't end there. Even if that essence is there, the dynamic
between all the actors playing all the characters has to be right,
and on this project, what was particularly complex were the threat
dynamics.
There had only been one actor who had occurred to me for a role while
I was writing the script, and that was Gary Waddell as King. I'd seen
Gary's kinetic performance in that Australian classic, Pure Shit, and
I'd met him and had cause to spend an evening in his company some
years ago. As the idea for the film was developing into a script,
Gary's essence began inhabiting the character I was writing. Faith
instantly agreed that Gary would make a great King and so she
arranged for him to come in for a chat.
Speaking to an actor you know you're going to offer the role to is
almost as difficult as interviewing an actor who you know you're
definitely not going to offer a role to, but awkward though that
interview was, nothing about it changed my mind that Gary would make
a great King. But now I needed to cast everyone else around him.
The characters of Max and Therese, the leads and occupants of the
central house, had to be on roughly the same threat level as
King...in a day-to-day sense they should not feel threatened by him,

nor should they be capable of making King feel physically threatened.
But Max and Therese should definitely be able to feel threatened by
Shrek, and to a lesser degree, by Escobar. And then complicating
that, just as we think Shrek is the ultimate physical threat, along
come the Maoris and we find out that here's a different level of
threat altogether.
And combined with all those requirements, Max and Therese should also
work absolutely convincingly as a couple. Too many films let
themselves down by failing to convince in this area...some otherwise
perfectly good films don't quite work because the couple dynamics
don't quite convince.
And so casting became a long and almost tortuous process, one that
must have driven some people close to exasperation. I wouldn't commit
to anyone until I could commit to the entire set, and that kept
shifting as new actors came into consideration and suddenly the set
of actors that was developing no longer worked at all.
I looked at a tremendous amount of video material. I spoke to
Australian actors in Los Angeles on skype, I flew to Sydney a number
of times, to Melbourne, to speak with actors. Actors flew to Adelaide
to speak with me. One actor in Los Angeles was on the hook as the
likely Max for a couple of months, but in the end he didn't fit with
the dynamics that developed with the rest of the cast. I felt awful
finally having to let him know that he hadn't got the role (he's
since picked up another lead role in an Australian film, and I feel
the better for him).
Actors would be available one minute, and not the next. Or a
particularly interesting actor was probably going to be available,
but we won't know for a couple of days, which would turn into a week.
My shortlists grew into longlists, then were pared back down to
shortlists again. Then someone who'd been pared off would make
another appearance. And all the while Faith would come up with new
suggestions, and more material for me to look at.
The longer it all took, the more difficult it became for the costume
department, because the window between casting almost all the main
roles and shooting became shorter and shorter. I lucked out one
afternoon in Sydney with the three Maoris, who I didn't think I had
any chance of improving upon no matter what happened with the rest of
the casting. Casting them took the pressure off for a few days as the
costume department finally had something more than bit parts to
dress.
Meanwhile, through all this, the rest of the pre-production sailed on
smoothly. More and more people took up office in the house that was
also the set that was also where I lived, and somehow they all
fitted. Much of the art department's work had been done before they
started, and they could concentrate on the false exterior and

dressing of King's place and the set of the interior of King's place
in the studio, just a few kilometres up the road.
On the other side of the central house, neighbour Sam, a chef in past
life (nothing like the character in the film) but now primary carer
for his and Anna's three kids, had agreed to take on the catering for
the film. He cleared out his carport and the adjoining area at the
side of his house away from the main set and converted it into not
only the place where cast and crew could sit down under cover for
breakfast, lunch or dinner, but also a place where cast could spend
time off set and crew could get their off-set work done.
Then, barely a week before start of shoot, the missing bulk of the
casting fell into place...Dan Wyllie, who'd been a suggestion of
Faith's very early on, and who had been on and off lists since that
time, suddenly clicked for me as Max with a particular combination of
actors playing the other roles. The nature of how he engages with
audience, with warmth and humour, convinced me I'd want to spend an
hour and three-quarters in a darkened cinema with him.
Therese would therefore be played by Bojana Novakovic, whom I'd first
spoken to by Skype in Los Angeles and whom I'd seen in Melbourne the
first time I went there to cast. She'd been a front-runner a number
of times, and completely off the list at other times, depending on
the likely Max. But paired with Dan there was no question but that
she'd be right.
The role of Shrek had been another concern. Luke Ford had been put up
for the role of Max, but with him as Max, we'd have had nowhere to go
in terms of threat dynamic with Shrek, which was what gave me the
glimmerings of the idea to cast Luke as Shrek in the first place. But
from the films Luke has done, and even from meeting him, he was such
a "nice" guy, so apparently straight, that it was hard to imagine him
as a Shrek, despite his physicality.
But I reminded myself, never underestimate a good actor. When we came
closer to having to lock the roles off and I still hadn't found a
Shrek, I spoke to Luke about what might be done with Shrek and where
we might go with him. And Luke convinced me by that conversation that
he had the capacity to go there, even though it was a long way from
where he'd been as an actor. And go there he did.
The only difficulty with the role of Escobar was that the choice was
too great. I'd seen maybe eight actors who could have played the role
beautifully. There were four left on my short list, each of whom
would have made a very different, but terrific, Escobar. Hard though
it was to choose, it was also easy to choose Anthony Hayes, who is
not only an actor, but also a film director. And I like having other
film directors working on a film that I'm doing, no matter what their
capacity.

The "good" neighbours, Otto, Maria and little Mirabelle, had all been
cast from Adelaide and with this came a remarkable story.
During our early casting sessions in Sydney, Faith had asked me if I
knew of the Adelaide actress Michaela Cantwell, and what had happened
to her. I did...Michaela, in her thirties, had suffered a major
stroke some time before, and was undergoing a painful, long journey
of rehabilitation. Faith talked of going to see her soon.
Thoughts mulled, then suddenly clicked. I suggested to Faith that we
cast Michaela. Although Faith liked the idea, she was uncertain how
Michaela was...was she in a wheelchair, or on crutches, what were her
problems? I said I didn't think it mattered...the nature of the role
was such that we could adapt to any eventuality. Is she on crutches?
Then so shall the character be on crutches...one doesn't always have
to explain these things, it would just be part of that character. And
it ought to help Michaela's rehabilitation.
So we did cast Michaela, sight unseen. Some time later I cast Roman
Vaculik, also in the end from Adelaide, as Michaela's screen husband,
Otto. Roman knew Michaela, and was terrific in helping her through
the process...she was very comfortable with him. Later I found out
that Roman
had been there the night Michaela had had her stroke. They were
celebrating the end of a run of a play they were in together when it
happened, and afterwards Roman was one of only three people she
remembered from the months leading up to her stroke. Roman's casting
had been a divine stroke of luck.
*

*

*

Deep in pre-production and I finally get around to something I've
been putting off...we need a rap song. Graham (Tardif, composer) and
I had decided we'd do one of our own, so that it would be (a)
affordable and (b) as close as possible to exactly the right tone for
the film. Graham and I had previously done the ten songs for The
Tracker together (he'd provide the music and I'd then write the
words) and we'd decided on a similar process with the rap song. And
Graham's composition of the rap bed has arrived.
But I know little about rap, and almost nothing about gangsta rap, so
I go to the CD store that has just about everything and find out
fairly quickly (thank heavens for friendly and informed sales
assistants). I come home with a couple of CDs of gangsta rap and
listen to them.
Gangsta rap very quickly
violent and misogynistic
unpleasant. But I listen
skill there, and without

becomes not my favourite form of music. It's
and crude and altogether generally pretty
to the two CDs again...and again. There's
the words there's occasionally some good

"music", but I'm finding it hard to think that I can come up words
appropriate to the genre.
I immerse myself in thoughts of the world behind those two CDs. I
immerse myself in the character of Shrek, who is the character who is
attached to this song, so much so that he tries to learn the words to
it. The headphones are on my head for hour after hour, and gradually
the ideas, then the specific words that give life to those ideas,
start to form. I find I have to almost be able to rap myself in order
to write this song.
Finally the words are there in such a way that it suits me. I walk
down the hallway to the production office...I need to try them out
with an audience. I perform "Ah'm Tha One!" for Julie B and Fiona
L...a look of horror grows on their faces and then suddenly they both
burst out laughing, and continue to laugh as I try and keep the rap
going. I'm initially dismayed, then realise that the sight/sound of
me performing gangsta rap is so unusual, so bizarre, that laughter is
the only reaction possible.
I resolve to limit my performance of the piece to necessity. By
circuitous connection, we find that the person we can find who is
best suited to being the actual performer of this rap is an actor who
was on the shortlist to play Escobar, Justin Rosniak. Justin flies in
the weekend before shoot to record and we have our rap song. It
becomes wildly popular on set and there's even a suggestion I do this
sort of thing as a sideline, but my tastes run elsewhere.
*

*

*

With cast (and song) finally in place, the final few days of preproduction hurtle past at breakneck speed. Then begins a shoot a
little unlike any I've experienced...studied, quiet, carefully
correct, a minimum of fuss, actors concentrated, everyone giving of
themselves and communicating well...far less chaos than a normal
shoot would bring.
The schedule has us shoot many things in script sequence, a great
help to actors who have not had a chance to rehearse together
(they've assembled from too many different parts of the world, and
they're doing a film with a budget such as to discount any such
possibility). The characters begin to form and quite soon the
emotional heart of the film begins to show itself, the relationship
between Max and Therese. Dan and Bojana are both deeply thoughtful
about their roles, and quickly find those unscripted little
affectionate touches that make them so convincingly a couple.
In visual and emotional contrast, we all enjoy it every time we do
something with Gary, Luke and Anthony. King, Shrek and Escobar, the
rogues next door, are colourful and mighty entertaining, and a
pleasure to work with.

We have a strange week for the last at the location...the entire main
house is wrapped in black plastic as we shoot the night scenes in the
bedroom and living room. For the week I see virtually no daylight, as
this is also the house I still sleep in and have therefore no need to
leave. Then, bizarrely, we have two weeks in the studio, which is lit
entirely for night, and where I arrive in the mornings before
daylight and leave after dark. For three weeks I seem to exist in a
sort of twilight zone of perpetual night.
But the studio shoot is a real pleasure. We start with just Dan and
Bojana, as Max breaks into King's and is then joined by Therese. Then
King turns up. Gary Waddell, playing King, amazes...for almost two
weeks he has to be dead, and for a fair proportion of that, dead in
an upright position, half-hanging by a rope. His focus is
unrelenting.
Then Shrek and Escobar enter the mix, and the action heats up and
becomes confined to one small part of the set, a sort of
anteroom/hallway. By the time the three Maoris join in, there are
eight actors and a film crew in a tiny space...for a week. Impossible
to try and do if not in a set, where walls can be removed and
replaced.
The Maoris add a real spirit to the end of the shoot. Lani Tupu, Boss
Maori, is a very experienced actor, both stage and film, but for Jack
Wetere (Man Mountain) and Richard Bennett (Silent Maori) these
speaking roles are a real opportunity, and they're determined to show
the people at home that they're actors, not just hulking extras.
For Jack, playing Man Mountain has its problems. Man Mountain is a
steroid-fuelled, body building, baseball bat-wielding gangster with a
touch of Tourette's syndrome...the frequency and intensity of his
swearing ranks up there with the best of them. But Jack himself,
although of splendidly suitable physique, is a Mormon, a gentle man
with a ready smile who never swears. He worries a little about what
his mother will think, but he throws himself into the part with
gusto.
Richard, as Silent Maori (also a baseball bat-wielding gangster),
fits the role well...although he's over 200 cms tall (6'7"), he
speaks very quietly when he does have something to say, but he too
has his issues...the pressure on him of his sudden burst of dialogue
towards the end has him mix and mangle all the words...nothing will
come out in the correct sequence or meaning, no matter how well he's
learnt it or how hard he tries. After an hour or so of trying, we
clear the set of everyone other than Jonesy holding the camera and me
standing next to camera as Richard's eye-line. We practise and
rehearse on camera, going over and over the
words. Slowly the pressure reduces and eventually the words start to
come out right, until finally Richard manages a few takes that I'm

satisfied with. He is most relieved, and very proud to have finally
achieved his speaking part.
But I thank my lucky stars that of the three Maoris it is Lani, who
has such ease with acting, who has almost all the dialogue.
Then it was onto the last day, the atmosphere lightening by the hour
as we get closer to the end. It's as if we're breaking up for the
Christmas holidays, although it's completely the wrong time of year
for that. But for most of the crew and the cast, it is the end of the
project, one that was among their more pleasant shooting experiences.
*

*

*

The King Is Dead! is film about neighbours, good neighbours as well
as the neighbours from hell. During its making, almost everyone who
came into contact with the project had a story to tell about
neighbours, usually tending towards the neighbours from hell. The
theme seems a universal one.
It was a double irony then, that the film was made in large part
possible through neighbourly co-operation, and that I found myself
moving, during post production, to a place where my nearest
neighbours are almost two kilometres away. I've gained peace and
solitude and communion with the animals and birds, but I've lost
something too, and that is the communion with good neighbours, and
how interesting bad neighbours can be, what they can bring to the
imagination. I suspect that The King! is my first but also my last
film that has much anything to do with neighbours.

ABOUT THE CAST
DAN WYLLIE as Max
Dan has worked extensively in theatre, film and television. His
breakthrough role in the 1990 film Spotswood alongside Anthony
Hopkins was followed by notable film performances in the hit comedy
Muriel's Wedding alongside Toni Collette, Romper Stomper with Russell
Crowe, Jane Campion’s Holy Smoke, Terrence Malick’s film The Thin Red
Line and PJ Hogan’s Peter Pan.
More recently, Dan has appeared in the critically acclaimed
Australian thriller Animal Kingdom and the James Cameron produced
Sanctum opposite Richard Roxburgh.
Dan’s television performances include a leading role in the award
winning series Love My Way which garnered him several award
nominations and for which he won the TV Week Silver Logie Award for
Most Outstanding Actor in a Drama Series. Other stand-out television
performances include roles in Channel 9’s acclaimed series Underbelly
and the lead role in the ABC mini-series The Shark Net, an adaptation
of the Robert Drewe memoir.
Dan’s close association with Sydney’s Company B Belvoir Theatre and
its artistic director Neil Armfield includes productions of The
Lieutenant Of Inishmore, The Alchemist, Suddenly Last Summer, Twelfth
Night and most memorably, the international tour of Tim Winton’s
Cloudstreet in which he played Fish Lamb.

BOJANA NOVAKOVIC as Therese
Born in Serbia, Novakovic moved with her family to Australia when she
was seven. She began acting at twelve, and was cast in her first
film, Blackrock, at fifteen. She studied at the McDonald College in
Sydney, and graduated from the National Institute of Dramatic Art
(NIDA) in 2002.
Bojana Novakovic’s international film credits include Martin
Campbell’s political thriller Edge of Darkness, Sam Raimi’s horror
thriller Drag Me to Hell and the M. Night Shyamalan thriller, Devil.
Her recent independent film credits include Peter Templeman’s Not
Suitable for Children, Jonathan Teplitzky's Burning Man and David
Mann’s urban study, Generation Um. Other film credits include the
award-winning The Optimists for Goran Paskaljevic, Solo, The Monkey’s
Mask, Strange Fits of Passion, Thunderstruck and Skinning.
She is an Australian Film Institute Award recipient for her role in
the network drama Marking Time and earned a nomination from the
Australian Subscription Television and Radio Association Awards for
her role in the Showtime Australia series Satisfaction.

Bojana has worked with some of Australia’s most prestigious theatre
directors and theatre companies including the Melbourne Theatre
Company, the Sydney Theatre Company, The Bell Shakespeare Company and
Malthouse Theatre. She is a co-founder of Ride On Theatre and has
received numerous awards for her work with the company, including:
Fake Porno, which she adapted, directed and produced, and which
earned three Green Room Award nominations; and Debris, for which she
earned two Green Room Award nominations as both producer and
performer.

GARY WADDELL as King
Gary Waddell is a well known and respected film and television actor
who has been gracing our screens since his auspicious debut in the
cult classic Pure S 1975. Other achievements include 70's classics,
Oz and FJ Holden and notable films such as Stir and Monkey Grip.
More recently Gary has appeared in some of Australia's most
entertaining and respected films, Chopper, Dirty Deeds, Black and
White and The Proposition.
Recent appearances on the small screen include Killing Time, City
Homicide and Wild Boys.
Gary currently resides in Sydney with his wife and daughter.

LUKE FORD as Shrek
Luke's Australian feature credits include: an AFI award-winning role
in The Black Balloon, the 2008 Berlin Film Festival Crystal Award
winner starring Toni Collette and directed by Elissa Down; and a lead
role in Kokoda, directed by Alister Grierson.
Luke's US debut was The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor for
Universal, in which Luke played the dashing archaeologist son and
heir-apparent to Brendan Fraser's character Rick O'Connell.
Luke also appeared in The Junction Boys. In 2009, Luke completed
production on Animal Kingdom, which won the World Cinema Jury Prize
at the 2010 Sundance Film Festival.
On television, Luke has starred in the ABC telemovie Blood in the
Sand, directed by Rowan Woods and filmed in Western Australia. He
played opposite Elizabeth Perkins in the NBC/Hallmark television
movie Hercules, had a recurring role in McLeod's Daughters, and
appeared in All Saints, No Turning Back, Home and Away, Water Rats
and Breakers.

In 2010, Luke filmed lead roles in Michael Rymer's feature Face to
Face which screened at the 2011 Melbourne International Film
Festival; and in Kriv Stenders' box-office hit and AACTA Best Film
winner, Red Dog.

ANTHONY HAYES
Growing up in Brisbane, Anthony developed a talent for mimicry at an
early age and started acting at ten. He consequently spent most of
his high school years on the set of the infamous soap, Paradise
Beach.
Anthony starred in the critically acclaimed feature Look Both Ways in
2005. Previous feature credits include Ned Kelly, Bootmen and Rabbit
Proof Fence. Anthony’s memorable performance as Stevie in Rowan
Woods’s The Boys earned him AFI and Film Critics’ Circle of Australia
Award nominations.
Anthony has an impressive list of television credits on many of
Australia’s long running television shows including Blue Heelers, GP,
Halifax FP, All Saints, Water Rats, Wildside, Blackjack, McLeod’s
Daughters, Sea Patrol, Rescue Special Ops, Slide and in the awardwinning mini-series adaption of the best-selling Australian novel The
Slap.
In 2006 Anthony starred in the Australian feature Suburban Mayhem,
selected to screen at the Cannes Film Festival.
Some of Anthony’s more recent film credits include Newcastle, The
Square, The List, Prime Mover, Beneath Hill 60 and Burning Man
alongside Matthew Goode and Rachel Griffiths.
In 2010 we saw Anthony in the highly acclaimed and award winning film
Animal Kingdom alongside some of Australia’s finest actors. Animal
Kingdom won the World Cinema Jury Prize at the 2010 Sundance Film
Festival.

LANI JOHN TUPU
Lani John Tupu was
trained actor, and
Teacher's Training
Council Bursary in
graduated in 1978.

born in Auckland, New Zealand. He is a classically
was educated at Rongotai College and Wellington
College. He was awarded a Queen Elizabeth 11 Arts
1977 to enter New Zealand Drama School, where he

Lani’s TV and film appearances include: Send A Gorilla; The Punisher;
Mission Impossible; Time Trax; The Feds; High Tide; Water Rats;
Lantana; The New Adventures of Flipper; House Gang; The Lost World;
Farscape; Green Sails; The Finder; Revelations; Grass Roots;
Stingers; Farscape:The Peacekeeper Wars; and Robotropolis.

Lani is active in stage production, both as a director and actor, and
spends considerable time behind the camera. He directed "Going Home"
as a Community project for the Casula Powerhouse as well as the
critically acclaimed and award-winning short film "Talk of the Town",
for the Dreamaker Festival in Ontario.
Lani Tupu is a regular visiting Tutor at The National Institute
Dramatic Arts, Australian College of Theatre and Television, Toi
Whakaari [New Zealand Drama School], and the Australian Film and
Television School.

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS
ROLF DE HEER - Writer, director, producer
Rolf has directed (and mostly also written and produced) thirteen
feature films of almost as many different genres and generally low of
budget, starting with Tail of a Tiger in 1984 and currently with The
King Is Dead! in 2011.
Bad Boy Bubby (1993) was selected for Competition at Venice, and won
the Special Jury Prize and the Critics' Award. Both The Quiet Room
(1996) and Dance Me To My Song (1998) were selected for Competition
at Cannes. The Tracker (2002) was selected for Competition at Cannes,
while Alexandra's Project (2003) was selected for Competition at
Berlin. Ten Canoes (2006) was selected for Un Certain Regard at
Cannes and won the Jury Prize.

NILS ERIK NIELSEN - Producer
Prior to migrating with his family to Australia from Norway in 1986,
Nils Erik operated an import/export business and was the director of
a steamship company.
He has been working with Rolf de Heer and Vertigo Productions since
1998. He was Australian Accountant on the international coproduction, The Old Man Who Read Love Stories, and Associate Producer
on The Tracker, on Alexandra's Project, on Ten Canoes and on Dr
Plonk.
The King Is Dead! is his first film as producer.

IAN JONES ACS - Cinematographer
Numbers of ACS Awards and Commendations plus numerous AFI, IF and
Film Critics Circle Nominations and Awards, for both feature films
and television, are testament to Ian's skill with lights and a
camera.
Ian and director Rolf de Heer have collaborated a number of times: on
Dingo in 1991, when Ian was steadicam operator; on Bad Boy Bubby in
1992-3 when Ian was supervising cinematographer with contributions
from 31 other cinematographers; on The Tracker in 2002, Alexandra's
Project in 2003 and Ten Canoes in 2006, when Ian was Cinematographer.
The King Is Dead! is their first feature together shot digitally, on
a Canon 7D.

BEVERLEY FREEMAN - Production Designer
The multi-talented Beverley works in the areas of makeup, hair,
costume design, art direction and production design on feature films,
television, for opera, theatre and commercials.
She's worked on dozens of feature films and TV dramas in areas as
varied as key makeup and prosthetics on the recent Snowtown to
production designer on Jay Harkness' Birthday, as well as being Head
Makeup, Hair & Wigs on Adelaide's celebrated production of Wagner's
mammoth operatic Ring Cycle.
The King Is Dead! is Beverley's ninth collaboration with Rolf de
Heer, after Bad Boy Bubby, Epsilon, The Quiet Room, Dance Me To My
Song, The Tracker, Alexandra's Project, Ten Canoes and Dr Plonk.

JAMES CURRIE - Sound Designer
James has worked in the film industry for 32 years as a location
recordist, sound editor, mixer and sound designer. He has worked on
close to a hundred feature films.
He has worked extensively with film maker Paul Cox, including Human
Touch, Man Of Flowers, Father Damien, the recently released Diaries
of Nijinsky and Innocence, for which he won the Independent Film
Makers (IF) Award for Best Sound Track.
James' other collaboration of note is with Rolf de Heer, with whom he
has worked on multiple projects including Dingo, Bad Boy Bubby, The
Tracker, Alexandra's Project and Ten Canoes. With de Heer, James was
instrumental in developing the binaural sound system used on Bad Boy
Bubby and the ground- breaking MP recording method utilised on Ten
Canoes.

TOM HEUZENROEDER - Sound Designer
Since visiting the set of Bad Boy Bubby at the age of 16, Tom has
been establishing himself as a sound effects editor and sound
designer of excellence. The awards now coming to him for his work are
indicators of his sonic skills and imagination.
Highlights for Tom have been Daniel Nettheim's The Hunter; Shut Up
Little Man for Matthew Bate; Scott Hicks' Glass: A Portrait of Philip
in Twelve Parts for which Tom was nominated for an Emmy for sound
editing; Rolf de Heer and Peter Djigirr's Ten Canoes and Greg
McLean's Wolf Creek, both of which won AFI Best Sound Awards.

TANIA NEHME - Film Editor
In a collaboration with Rolf de Heer that goes back to 1987 when she
was assistant editor on Incident At Raven's Gate, Tania has edited
the last nine films he's directed, and also ancillary work such as
Heather Rose Goes To Cannes and The Balanda And The Bark Canoes.
When she's not editing a Rolf de Heer film, she can often be found
editing feature documentaries that win many prizes, such as Contact
for Martin Butler and Bentley Dean and Twelve Canoes for Molly
Reynolds.

GRAHAM TARDIF - Composer
Graham Tardif is Head of Emergency Relief at World Vision Australia,
and spends most of his time in the areas of the world where great
human disasters have recently occurred. He composes music only for
Rolf de Heer films.
Collaborations with Rolf de Heer: Dr Plonk, silent film with music
performed live to accompany film at closing night of Adelaide Film
Festival (2007); Alexandra's Project (2003); The Tracker, with a live
music version of the film, composer conducting, screening at both the
Adelaide Festival of Arts and as opening night of the Melbourne Film
Festival (2002); The Old Man Who Read Love Stories (2000); Dance Me
To My Song (1998); The Quiet Room (1996); Epsilon (1995); Bad Boy
Bubby (1993); Incident At Raven's Gate (1988); Tail of a Tiger
(1984).

TIMOTHY SEXTON – Musical Director
As a freelance composer, conductor, arranger, singer, writer,
adjudicator and broadcaster, Timothy Sexton is one of the most
prominent musicians in South Australia. Timothy has himself composed
more than 200 works, ranging from opera through children’s theatre to
choral works, and has worked with most of SA’s leading performing
arts companies. He is currently Artistic Director of State Opera of
South Australia.

